ABSTRACT. Bushmeat consumption persists in urban areas in the Neotropics, yet knowledge of its scale and the relative importance of cultural and economic factors in determining consumption and preference remain elusive. Moreover, the roles of cultural beliefs, social norms, and attitudes in driving urban bushmeat consumption are rarely evaluated. Therefore, we explored in this article the factors that influence consumption and preference for bushmeat in Amazonian towns. Given the availability of other sources of animal protein and the cultural and social importance of bushmeat in the region, we hypothesized that cultural attributes should be better predictors than economic factors of bushmeat consumption and preference. Data analysis involved fitting two-level mixed-effects regressions (random intercepts) to a structured sample of 227 individuals (99 households) from four towns in the Brazilian (Tabatinga and Atalaia do Norte) and Colombian (Leticia and Puerto Nariño) Amazon. The results indicate that a third of the interviewees had consumed bushmeat in the past month, which had primarily been harvested by the family or received as a gift rather than obtained through trade. In general, both economic and cultural factors predicted bushmeat consumption and preference, but the objective proxy for culture, individual origin, was unimportant. Among the tested indicators, the strongest predictor was the importance of bushmeat to social relations. Moreover, informal social norms, such as the greater importance attributed to taboos, tended to decrease the average number of wild species that a person would eat, whereas attitudes toward the illegality of hunting were less important. The two economic indicators, increased income and wealth, tended to decrease preference for bushmeat and the likelihood of consumption. Our findings highlight the importance of human beliefs, attitudes, and social norms to the understanding of bushmeat consumption and preference and may contribute to the design of more effective and locally appropriate conservation and management strategies.
INTRODUCTION
Bushmeat, i.e., meat that predominantly comes from wild vertebrates, represents the primary source of protein in forested areas of the tropics (Fa et al. 2002a, Milner-Gulland and Bennett 2003) . The rationale for bushmeat consumption in remote rural areas is self-evident: the resource can be directly accessed, and domesticated proteins are expensive or unavailable (Willcox and Nambu 2007) . However, why does bushmeat consumption persist in urban areas? Although the answer to this question is less straightforward, understanding the drivers of urban bushmeat consumption is important because the demand from larger human populations represents a substantial threat to wild animals in natural areas (Wilkie and Carpenter 1999) . Consequently, in addition to affecting the sustainability of wild game populations, urban bushmeat consumption can threaten the food security of rural people, who most depend on wild game, by reducing the availability of the resource Bennett 2003, Nasi et al. 2011 ).
The current literature on the drivers of bushmeat consumption has predominantly approached this question within the framework of rational choice theory, which assumes that individuals have a more-or-less perfect perception of the world through which they make decisions in a social vacuum (Lunt 2006 , Tucker 2007 ). In the most basic formulation of this decision model, an individual with a given set of desires will seek to maximize utility by tallying benefits and costs (MacFayden 2006) . Therefore, when constrained by wealth and the availability of animal proteins, individuals will make consumptive choices that maximize their intake of their preferred species.
Within this implicit framework, studies have evaluated the association between economic drivers, i.e., income or wealth, and bushmeat consumption, and the accumulated evidence from urban areas, mostly in west and central Africa, appears contradictory. Although at least one study found that higher household income is associated with reduced bushmeat consumption in West Africa (Albrechtsen et al. 2005) , additional findings have shown that increases in income (Mbete et al. 2011) , wealth (as measured through expenditures; Fa et al. 2009 ), or both (East et al. 2005 , Brashares et al. 2011 , Jenkins et al. 2011 ) may increase bushmeat consumption.
The reason for these conflicting results is that consumptive behavior not only depends on people's preferences but also on income and prices. If the price of a certain good is held constant, an increase in income will typically lead to higher levels of consumption, so when an increase in income produces an increase in bushmeat consumption, bushmeat is considered a normal good (Mankiw 2009 ). For products that are highly preferred for cultural reasons or taste, levels of consumption would rise even higher with a proportional increase in income; in this case, bushmeat would be considered a superior good (Wilkie and Godoy 2001) . Under this scenario, the wealthy would tend to consume more bushmeat than the poor, and consumption might persist even with higher prices (Wilkie and Carpenter 1999) . However, if people Ecology and Society 20(4): 21 http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol20/iss4/art21/ were to have a low preference for bushmeat compared to other protein sources, an increase in income might be accompanied by a lower proportional increase in consumption, and bushmeat would be considered an inferior good. However, under this last scenario, people with low incomes would rely on bushmeat more than do wealthy people if it were easily available and less expensive than other animal proteins (van Vliet et al. 2012) .
Previous research has shown that economic factors and preferences influence the levels of bushmeat consumption. However, general studies of food consumption indicate that foodrelated behavior is modified by culture, and a substantial percentage of the variance in the amounts and types of items being consumed cannot be explained by availability or differences in socioeconomic status (Axelson 1986 ). Even when people prefer a certain food, they may not choose to consume it at high levels for reasons related to economic, perceived nutrition, convenience, and cultural and attitudinal aspects (Drewnowski 1997) .
Cultural aspects, mediated through taste (Schenck et al. 2006) , have indeed been widely reported to be important in explaining bushmeat consumption (e.g., van Vliet and Mbazza 2011). Typically, people whose rural traditions do not include bushmeat consumption are less likely to eat it when they move to urban environments (Naughton-Treves 2002) because individuals often express negative feelings toward unfamiliar foods (Schenck et al. 2006) . To test this hypothesis, studies have assessed the effects of origin, as a proxy for culture, on bushmeat consumption and preferences and have shown that they differ across ethnicities (Fa et al. 2002b , East et al. 2005 , Mbete et al. 2011 ) and with indicators of origin, such as being autochthonous or a recent immigrant (Gavin and Anderson 2007, Poulsen et al. 2009 ) or coming from an urban or rural setting (Schenck et al. 2006 ).
However, origin is a poor proxy for the complex cognitive factors that drive behavior and may vary among individuals who share a given origin. Furthermore, because origin is a constant, knowledge of its effects is important for science but less so for policy. Theoretical models based on social psychology (Ajzen 1991) and behavioral economics that incorporate psychosocial attributes (Altman 2006) indicate that aspects of cognition beyond rationality, such as values, beliefs, attitudes, and social norms, explain consumptive behaviors and choices. Attitudes, i.e., positive or negative individually based evaluations of an object or situation (Manfredo 2008) , have been reported to be key predictors of behaviors associated with bushmeat and hunting. For example, there is evidence that attitudes concerning the role of sharing bushmeat in the fulfilment of social, cultural, and political needs are equally important in rural and urban areas (Wiessner 2002 , Kaltenborn et al. 2005 , Patton 2005 ). Beliefs about the sustainability of bushmeat consumption also shape behavior (Lee et al. 2009) , which is why the topic is frequently the subject of conservation campaigns (Milner-Gulland and Bennett 2003) . Additionally, compliance with social norms, or group-held perceptions of socially acceptable behaviors (Manfredo 2008) , may also determine choices and behavior. For example, attitudes regarding informal institutions, such as taboos (Jones et al. 2008 , Luzar et al. 2012 , and formal laws, such as the illegality of hunting, may influence bushmeat consumption. Therefore, beliefs, attitudes, and social norms are good predictors of behavior, but they can also be changed; these two critical points have made the topic very popular in investigations into the human dimensions of natural resource conservation (Manfredo et al. 2004) . In contrast, the culturally determined, psychosocial aspects of behavior are seldom addressed in predictive models of bushmeat consumption and preferences in the tropics (but see Lee et al. 2009 ). Current studies mainly focus on origin as the sole cultural predictor, while other attributes are seldom operationalized into variables that can be used in hypothesis testing, which is a more pronounced problem in urban studies. This neglect is problematic because bushmeat consumption has consistently been portrayed as having great symbolic value in both industrial and small-scale societies (Tadie and Fischer 2013) and as being essential for gaining prestige and consolidating social networks in several cultures Robinson 2000, Patton 2005) . We should therefore expect that rational economic choices as well as origin are insufficient or even secondary to culturally driven, psychosocial factors in explaining bushmeat consumption and preferences. Neglecting these aspects not only decreases our potential for predicting behaviors and choices but also hinders our ability to influence behavior through information provision strategies (Manfredo 2008 , Heberlein 2012 . For instance, this would be the case with cognitive fixes that try to change people's actions by providing them with information about the sustainability of bushmeat hunting (Manfredo 2008 , Heberlein 2012 .
In summary, prior research into the drivers of urban bushmeat consumption and preference has produced suggestive but inconclusive evidence for the predominance of either economic or cultural drivers (but see Gavin and Anderson 2007 , Poulsen et al. 2009 , Luz 2012 . Moreover, the existing body of evidence is insufficient to answer the question of whether beliefs, attitudes, and social norms are important in shaping consumption and preference in urban locations. Therefore, we analyzed the drivers of urban consumption and preference for bushmeat in the Amazon and examined the relative importance of the cultural and economic aspects. Our hypothesis was that cultural attributes are better predictors than economic factors of consumption and preference because the cultural and social importance of bushmeat is likely to persist in urban areas. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the drivers of urban bushmeat consumption and preference in Amazonian frontier towns using random-effects models applied to a survey of 227 individuals (99 households) selected from a structured sample from four towns of the Brazilian (Tabatinga and Atalaia do Norte) and Colombian (Leticia and Puerto Nariño) Amazon. The studied region provides an ideal setting for assessing the economic and cultural drivers of bushmeat consumption because these urban populations are composed of a mixture of people with different cultural backgrounds.
Our primary contribution is twofold: first, we add to the scarce body of evidence of the relative contributions of cultural and economic drivers to bushmeat consumption and preference, evidence that is particularly lacking for Latin America and the Amazon (Rushton et al. 2005) . Previous studies in the Amazon have mainly focused on remote, rural settings (e.g., Peres and Nascimento 2006 , Parry et al. 2009 , Suárez et al. 2009 ), neglecting the consumption of urban and periurban locations (but see Baía-Júnior et al. 2010 , Parry et al. 2014 . Second, no assessment of a diverse set of beliefs, attitudes and social norms as drivers of http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol20/iss4/art21/ Several indigenous territories (Javari is the largest) in approximately 122,000 km² of well-preserved seasonally flooded and "terra firme" forests Sources of domestic meat Local production: chicken and chicken eggs in household production and small farms, small production of cattle milk and pork Imported: frozen chicken (southern Brazil), beef (Putumayo region)
Local production: chicken and chicken eggs in household production, small production of cattle milk and pork Imported: frozen chicken (southern Brazil) and beef (Santarém) bushmeat consumption and preference in urban areas is known to us despite the importance of such knowledge to the development and implementation of successful, locally legitimate conservation strategies (Lee et al. 2009 , Bitanyi et al. 2012 , Walters et al. 2014 .
METHODS

Study area
The data used in this study come from a household survey conducted in four municipalities, two in Brazil (Tabatinga and Atalaia do Norte) and two in Colombia (Leticia and Puerto Nariño; Fig. 1 ), located on the frontier between the two countries in the western Amazon. All of the towns are located on the banks of the Amazon River and share some environmental and socioeconomic characteristics but vary in their official languages, predominant land uses, territory sizes, ethnicities, urban infrastructure, policies, and legislation (Government of Colombia 2008 , Higuchi et al. 2011 , IBGE 2013 , Yagüe 2013 , Government of Brazil 2014 . The sizes of the populations range from 7338 to 52,272 with at least half of the people inhabiting urban and periurban locations, except in Puerto Nariño, which is mostly rural (Table1).
In both countries, the study locations are surrounded by large tracts of well-preserved tropical forests (seasonally flooded, "terra firme" forests) in public or private protected areas and indigenous territories (Valle 2006 , Ricardo and Ricardo 2011 , Yagüe 2013 . Bushmeat is legally hunted by residents or illegally by nonresidents and then consumed at home or illegally traded.
Although fish is locally harvested and traded, local production of domestic animal protein is restricted to chicken and chicken eggs, with a much smaller contribution from cow's milk and pork (Higuchi et al. 2011) . Other animal proteins are imported, including frozen chicken from southern Brazil, which is sold in both countries, and beef from Santarém in the Brazilian Amazon (Nardoto et al. 2011 ) and the Putumayo Department of Colombia (Yagüe 2013) . The two largest towns, Tabatinga and Leticia, form a contiguous urban settlement where people might travel to another country simply by crossing a street. Thus, residents are able to purchase food with both currencies and can easily move purchased and extracted goods, such as bushmeat, across borders. Furthermore, both Leticia and Tabatinga are free-commerce zones, where products destined for local consumption are free of import fees (except for guns in both countries as well as ammunition, alcoholic beverages, cars, cigarettes, and perfumes in Brazil and precursor substances for producing drugs in Colombia; Government of Brazil 2014) .
With the exception of Puerto Nariño, which depends on subsistence agriculture (Yagüe 2013) , the main source of income in the studied towns is the tertiary sector (services and commerce) followed by agriculture in Brazil and tourism and commercial fishing in Colombia (Government of Colombia 2008 , Girón 2010 , Yagüe 2013 , Government of Brazil 2014 . Because Leticia is the department capital and thus provides many government services, there is significant reliance on government employment that attracts migrants from other regions. In Tabatinga, some employment is provided by a military base, which also attracts temporary or permanent migrants. Government transferences, such as http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol20/iss4/art21/ conditional cash payments, pensions, and temporary transferences, e.g., maternity leave, are also important sources of income, particularly in Brazil. Industry is practically nonexistent in all of the locations as is common in the Amazon. Despite the difficulties in estimating their contributions, drug trafficking and, to a much lesser degree, illegal logging likely also contribute to the local economic dynamics of the studied towns (Magalhães 2000 , Zarate 2008 ).
The studied towns are multicultural and include a variety of ethnic groups and modern and traditional cultures with diverse origins and customs (Hurtado 2005) . Several indigenous ethnicities are represented in the studied towns, and portions of the municipalities lie within recognized indigenous territories (Table  1; Nascimento 2001 , Yagüe 2013 , Government of Colombia 2015 . Migrants from other regions of the respective countries and from other countries in the region, mainly Peru, also converge on the area. Urban and periurban households often maintain links with kindred in rural areas (Yagüe 2014) , which occasionally include multisited households with houses and members in multiple locations (Padoch et al. 2008 ).
This local socioeconomic and cultural diversity provides an ideal setting in which to evaluate the influence of economic and cultural correlates of bushmeat consumption and preference. The overall context is typical of the majority of Amazonian towns in terms of population size (less than 50,000 inhabitants; IBGE 2013) and the degree of immersion in forested landscapes (Parry et al. 2014) , as well as accessibility in regard to locations reached only by river networks (Schor et al. 2014) .
Data collection
From May to July 2013, we surveyed 227 individuals (108 in Brazil and 119 in Colombia) from 99 households (51 in Brazil and 48 in Colombia) with multiple-choice questions disseminated through face-to-face interviews. Two survey protocols were developed: one directed toward households and another toward individuals from these same households. Under the first protocol, we collected information on household demographics, income, and wealth by interviewing either an auto-determined household head (man or woman) or an adult (≥ 15 years) indicated by the family to be knowledgeable of the incomes of the other members. The second protocol addressed one to three adults in the household and gathered information about the interviewees' characteristics, bushmeat consumption, meat preferences (wild and domestic), and cultural determinants of bushmeat consumption, i.e., origin, beliefs, attitudes, and social norms. Because the common names of species differed across ethnic origins or because people could not name them, we used plates with animal figures to facilitate accurate identification during the preference evaluation. The questions underwent several rounds of pretesting in both countries and were reviewed before use.
Sampling design
Trading in wildlife is illegal in both countries, and only subsistence hunting by rural populations is allowed. For this reason, urban inhabitants may underreport bushmeat consumption when directly approached in the streets or in their houses, so a threestep sampling procedure was used to gain people's confidence in this study.
The first step consisted of supplying self-administered questionnaires, which included a survey of meat consumption (domestic and wild) over 24 hours and information about household assets to estimate wealth (see van Vliet et al. 2015a) , to pupils (12 to 16 years old) from 11 schools. The survey was repeated in the wet and dry seasons; a total of 886 children in the dry season and 1046 in the wet season were questioned. With this information, we classified the sample of schoolchildren that had eaten bushmeat at least once into one of four combinations of bushmeat consumption (yes/no) and wealth (high/low), e.g., high wealth/consumed, low wealth/consumed, etc. We then selected a subsample of eight schools (four in Brazil and four in Colombia) from the previous sample, which represented a variety of conditions in terms of location, that included an equal proportion of households in each of the four classes to guarantee variability http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol20/iss4/art21/ in potential bushmeat consumption and wealth. Following a written invitation sent through the schools, we contacted members of the pupils' families who agreed to participate in the survey. When we could not locate the address, we substituted the household by another in the same class. Finally, we selected the adults to be interviewed within each house, but because it was infeasible to randomly sample the individuals within each house, we interviewed those who were present and agreed to be interviewed during the scheduled time. When more than two adults were available, we split the sample between men and women and among different age classes.
As a result, the sample varies in terms of household location, wealth strata, and cultural background, which allows us to evaluate the association between economic and cultural correlates and bushmeat consumption and preference. However, in such a structured sampling procedure, the sample is not statistically representative of the population. At the individual level, our sample includes a variety of ages and both genders, but it is slightly skewed toward women (54% women), partly because there were households headed by women with no adult men but also because women were more frequently at home.
Data analysis
The hypothesis was tested by assessing which economic and cultural correlates (explanatory variables) predicted bushmeat consumption and preference (dependent variables) by fitting twolevel mixed-effects regressions (random intercept) and controlling for confounding factors. Levels corresponded to individuals nested within households, while country-based cluster effects were factored into the regressions as fixed effects (binary variable). Although our sampling design involved schools as another intermediary level, we did not include this variable as a random term because interschool variability was not found to be significant by pretesting of the three-level regressions, probably because of the number of schools sampled (8). The multilevel approach was necessary to incorporate the hierarchical nature of the sampling design, to adjust the estimate of standard-errors for the nonindependence of individuals from the same household, and to correct for the unbalanced number of level-1 units (individuals) across households (Gelman and Hill 2007) . Before running the regressions, we also checked for pairwise correlations between the explanatory variables with the Sidak correction (Hamilton 2012) and excluded those that were highly correlated (pwcorr > 0.60, p < 0.05) at the individual level.
Dependent variables
The dependent variables reflect the consumption of and preference for bushmeat at the individual level as defined by three proxies. The first, "Consumption," is the number of times a person had eaten bushmeat in the 30 days prior to the interview, which coincided with the time of year during which, according to earlier accounts, people consume bushmeat more frequently. Although this estimate is not representative of consumption over a year, we have no reason to believe that the associations between economic and cultural drivers and bushmeat consumption change during the year. Because Consumption is a count variable, we adopted a Poisson regression for its prediction (Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal 2012). The second proxy, "Preference," is a binary variable that indicated whether bushmeat was (= 1) or was not (= 0) the most or second most-preferred type of meat, and we modeled its prediction with a logistic regression. "Acceptability," the third proxy, is the percentage of a list of 71 local wild species that a person would eat if offered. This variable estimated a person's dietary breadth, i.e., the range of bushmeat species considered suitable for consumption. The rationale for this variable assumed that people culturally accustomed to bushmeat consumption would accept a larger number of animals. In the Neotropics, a person's origin may influence the choice of the species to be consumed; for instance, when comparing indigenous people and colonists, the former tend to consume a larger number of species than the latter (see e.g., Redford and Robinson 1987) .
Because people may have migrated from regions that varied in ecological conditions and game availability, we inquired about the overall number of species considered suitable for eating rather than limiting the selection to those eaten in the past because the latter estimate could be biased. We modeled Acceptability with a linear regression after checking for normality.
Explanatory variables: cultural and economic correlates
Two sets of correlates were included as explanatory variables. The first is composed of objective (origin) and subjective factors, i.e., psychosocial cultural indicators (beliefs, attitudes, and social norms), all defined at the individual level. The first proxy, "Origin," indicates the self-identified provenance of the person as indigenous (= 1) or nonindigenous (= 0).
The subjective cultural factors include four hypothetical constructs that, because they cannot be observed directly, must be inferred from measurable responses (Ajzen 2005). All four variables were estimated at the individual level and were constructed using Likert-type scales; each scale was composed of six statements, 3 positive and 3 negative (Johns 2010) . A statement was a sentence that expressed a point of view, preference, or position (Oppenheim 1966 ) that was assessed using a 5-point ordered-response format, i.e., from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree." Each scale, i.e., each group of six statements, had been previously checked for reliability using Cronbach's Alpha (Cronbach and Shavelson 2004) and then summed to a single factor using principal component analysis, as described by Jolliffe (2002) .
The first variable, "Scarcity," refers to an individual's beliefs, and thus cognitions that can be externally validated about the probability than an object is associated with a given attribute (Albarracin et al. 2014) . In particular, we investigated beliefs regarding bushmeat scarcity, i.e., whether people agreed that bushmeat is becoming difficult to obtain in the region, with higher values indicating a higher perception of scarcity. "Social relations" refer to a person's attitudes, i.e., the disposition to respond favorably or unfavorably to an object, person, institution, or event (Ajzen 2005). Specifically, it refers to a person's evaluation of whether bushmeat consumption and sharing are important aspects of their cultural identity, family life, and social networks, with higher values suggesting that a person attributes greater importance to those factors. Perceived social norms were included as two indicators of attitude that capture people's evaluations of the ways that formal and informal institutions affect their behavior. "Illegality" accounts for a person's belief that bushmeat should not or cannot be eaten because it is legally forbidden and/ or the laws are enforced, with higher values indicating stronger agreement with the statement. "Taboos" refer to informal http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol20/iss4/art21/ institutions imposed by social custom that might influence food consumption through dietary prohibition or avoidance of certain resources (e.g., freshwater dolphins, tapirs), periods of time (e.g., certain seasons), or by societal subgroups (e.g., pregnant women, ill people; Ross et al. 1978) . In the Amazon, some animals are referred to as reimosos, or of being capable of causing inflammation or illness in certain people, and are thus tabooed (Pezzuti et al. 2010) . Higher values indicate agreement with the opinion that taboos are important and should be followed.
Three economic indicators constituted the second set of correlates, with two of them, income and wealth, defined at the household level. "Income" refers to the monetary value earned by all family members from several sources, e.g., wages, sales, social insurance payments, in the 30 days prior to the interview converted from the local currency to international dollars, an estimate that is adjusted to purchasing power parity (see http:// data.worldbank.org). "Wealth" equals the total present value owned by the household in international dollars determined from a list of 33 physical assets, which included a range of goods that captured differences in wealth and were appropriate for urban and periurban locations, e.g., a television, car, boat, water pump. Defined at the individual level, the third economic proxy is "Price perception," a metric that captures the subjective perception of how much price influences a person's consumption of meat. Higher values in this index indicate that meat prices are more important to a person's consumption than other factors, e.g., taste. The variable was constructed following the previously described procedure for subjective cultural factors, i.e., Likerttype scales.
Explanatory variables were included in the regressions in two forms, original and standardized estimates, of which the latter enabled the direct comparison of the effect magnitude estimated at different scales (Zuur et al. 2009 ). Continuous variables were centralized and standardized by subtracting their mean and dividing by two times their standard deviation to set them on the same scale as the binary variables; thus, the variables have a mean of zero and standard deviations of ± 0.5 (Gelman 2008) . Additionally, four variables were used to control for confounding factors. At the individual level, these variables were male (yes = 1; no = 0) and age in years, and at the household level, the variables included the country of residence (Brazil = 0; Colombia = 1) and whether the school of origin was located in a less urbanized (rural = 1) or more urbanized location (rural = 0) to account for variation in the level of urbanization across localities. All statistical analyses were performed with Stata v. 13.1.
RESULTS
Description of the sample
A total of 34.5% of the sampled individuals had consumed bushmeat at least once in the previous 30 days, with a maximum of six instances (Table 2) , and this pattern held across gender (men = 37.1%; women = 32.3%; χ² = 0.615, p = 0.433) and country (Brazil = 33.8%; Colombia = 35.1%, χ² = 0.053, p = 0.818). From a list of 71 locally available species, interviewees reported having eaten an average of 23.3 species in their lifetimes (SD = 13.9 with no significant difference between countries; t-test = -0.525, p = 0.458). In contrast, there was a small difference between the genders in the average number of species eaten: men, on average, had consumed 26.4 species (SD = 13.6) in their lifetimes, and women reported 20.6 species on average (SD = 13.7; t-test = -3.348, p < 0.001). Only three people in the sample (~1%) had never tasted bushmeat, while 15% had tried 40 or more species.
Hunting by a household member (42%) followed by gifts (19%) were the most frequent sources of bushmeat in the last 30 days, whereas purchasing in a market (3%) was much rarer (Fig. 2) . Of the individuals in the sample, 39.6% had hunted at least once in http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol20/iss4/art21/ their lifetimes, including 53.4% of men and 10.1% of women. In both countries, as expected, men were more likely to hunt, but in Colombia, the percentage of women who had hunted at least once in their lifetime was significantly higher (16.7%) than in Brazil (3.1%; χ² = 6.8, p = 0.009). The opposite was true for men, who were more likely to have previously hunted in Brazil (64.5%) than in Colombia (40.7%; χ² = 6.55, p = 0.010). Bushmeat was chosen by 18.5% of the interviewees as their preferred type of animal protein (or 30.1% if considering their first and second choices), and it ranked fourth in the overall preference ranking after fish (29.7%), cattle (23.7%), and chicken (21.3%; Fig. 3 ). Moreover, preference did not differ by country (χ² = 0.022, p = 0.880) or gender (χ² = 1.366, p = 0.243). There were differences in the preferred form of animal protein among people, but fresh proteins, accounting for almost half of people's first choice, were primarily chosen over the frozen, smoked, and salted forms (Fig. 4) . Nevertheless, a substantial percentage (21.3%) of people preferred a certain protein type regardless of its form, e.g., preferred fish whether fresh or frozen. Of the species known, interviewees would, on average, accept to eat 47%, but the variation was large with some who would eat none and others who would eat 93% of the offered species (SD = 0.226). No significant difference was observed between countries in this regard (t-test = -0.380, p = 0.703), but women were willing to accept significantly fewer species (40.5%) than men (54.4%; ttest = -5.09, p < 0.001). Approximately half of the interviewees (49.2%) considered themselves to be nonindigenous; 39.9% identified as indigenous and 8.0% as partially indigenous while 2.9% did not know. However, there were substantial differences between the countries with 81.0% of Colombians reporting to be at least partially indigenous compared with 15.7% of Brazilians (χ² = 117.2, p < 0.001). The great majority (91.6%) were born somewhere within Amazonia, and there were no significant differences between the countries in this regard (χ² = 0.105, p = 0.746). Most people were born in forested locations, but the percentage reported in Colombia (92.6%) was substantially higher than in Brazil (68.5%; χ² = 22.9, p < 0.001). As for territorial origin, 43.9% were born in indigenous territories, but the variation was large (Colombians: 80.1%; Brazilians: 9.4%).
Approximately 55% of the interviewees agreed that bushmeat is becoming scarce in the region, and men and women exhibited no significant differences in their responses (t-test = 0.774; p = 0.439). However, there were differences between the countries with Colombians reporting a higher average belief in scarceness than the Brazilians (t-test = -2.022; p = 0.044).
The importance attributed to Social relations in driving bushmeat consumption did not differ between countries (t-test = -1.200; p = 0.232) or between genders (t-test = -0.326; p = 0.744). As for social norms, the rate of agreement with the assertions that illegality decreases bushmeat consumption did not differ significantly between countries (t-test = -0.424; p = 0.671), but it differed between men and women with the former attributing less importance to illegality (t-test = 1.666; p = 0.096). In contrast, attitudes toward taboos differed between countries with Brazilians reporting that taboos limited their consumption of bushmeat more frequently than the Colombians (t-test = 3.585; p = 0.0004). On average, men tended to disagree with the importance of taboos whereas women tended to agree, but these differences were not significant (t-test = 1.084; p = 0.279).
Excluding an outlier, households earned an average of 1182 international dollars per month, but this result differed significantly by country (t-test = 2.623; p = 0.010) as well as by household within the countries. In Brazil, the average household income was I$1421 (SD = 956.6), which was higher than in Colombia (mean = I$965), and the average wealth was similarly higher in Brazil than in Colombia (t-test = 3.378; p = 0.001).
Regarding the role of meat prices in consumptive behavior, i.e., the Price perception index, there was no difference between the countries (t-test = -0.688; p = 0.491) or the genders (t-test = 0.501; p = 0.616).
Regression results
In Table 3 , we present the results of the association between the economic and cultural correlates and the indicators of bushmeat consumption, preference, and acceptability. Although the original coefficients were used to interpret the magnitudes of the effect of each variable, such as the percentage increase in the rate of consumption, the standardized coefficients were adopted to compare the effect size across the variables in the regression. We evaluated the most important drivers based on the proxies for bushmeat consumption, preference, and acceptability, and compared the importance of the cultural, economic, and individual characteristics across the different models. Figure 5 displays the significant relationships between the economic and cultural correlates and the bushmeat proxies.
The frequency of consumption in the preceding 30 days was more strongly associated with the Social relations index (columns [1, 2] , line [f]) after controlling for confounding variables. A one-point increase in the index, which estimated people's attitudes that the consumption and sharing of bushmeat strengthened their social networks and cultural identity, increased the rate of bushmeat consumption by 60.4%. In contrast, people with higher levels of Monetary income and who believed more strongly that bushmeat is becoming scarcer in the region (Scarcity) consumed bushmeat at lower rates. However, although each additional international dollar of income decreased the rate of bushmeat consumption in the previous month by 5%, a one-point increase in the index measuring attitudes toward bushmeat scarcity decreased the rate by 19.7%. Furthermore, as expected, living in less urbanized and periurban locations more than doubled the rate of bushmeat consumption (line [k]).
When the outcome being considered was a strong preference for bushmeat, Social relations was also the main driver among the cultural and economic correlates (columns [3, 4] , line [f]). Each additional point on the scale of the importance of Social relations attributed to bushmeat increased the odds of favoring bushmeat over other animal sources by 256%. Other variables were also important in increasing the odds of preferring bushmeat, specifically being male (124%), each additional year of age (6%), and living in a periurban locality (1039%). In contrast, and controlling for other factors, wealthier individuals were consistently less likely to prefer bushmeat to other sources, at least when considering the standardized variable.
In terms of bushmeat acceptability, i.e., the percentage of the bushmeat species a person would accept, the importance of Social relations was again the main predictor (Std. Coeff. = 0.1217), although gender was almost as important with men having a broader range of acceptance than women (Std. Coeff. = 0.1212; columns [5, 6] ). A one-point increase in the index of importance of bushmeat to Social relations correlated with a 6% increase in the range of bushmeat species likely to be eaten. Additionally, older people had a broader dietary acceptance than younger people, but the effect of each additional year was small (Std. Coeff. = 0.0007). In contrast, people who attributed greater importance to taboos tended to accept a smaller percentage of wild species; each additional point in the Taboos index decreased the range of wild species likely to be eaten by a person by 7.6%.
When we compare the salience of the cultural and economic indicators across the regressions, the most important predictor of eating bushmeat, preferring it over other animal proteins and eating a larger number of wild species was the importance attributed to bushmeat in the consolidation of cultural identity and the strengthening of social networks, i.e., Social relations. The Social relations coefficients were always larger and more significant (from 1.4 to 3.8 times) than coefficients of any economic indicator (columns [2, 4, 6] ). Other subjective cultural aspects were also relevant but not across all of the bushmeat proxies. For instance, people attributing more importance to taboos tended to accept a significantly lower number of bushmeat species, but the effect on bushmeat consumption and preference was not significant. Similarly, people who strongly believed that bushmeat is becoming scarcer tended to consume bushmeat less frequently, but Scarcity did not correlate with other bushmeat proxies. Surprisingly, the objective cultural indicator of indigenous origin did not explain bushmeat consumption, preference or acceptability as indicated by the nonsignificant correlations with the bushmeat indicators in all of the regressions.
Though secondary to Social relations, the three economic indicators were also significant drivers of bushmeat consumption and preference, although none were significant across all of the indicators. Each additional dollar of monetary income, the shorttimespan economic indicator, lowered the rate of bushmeat consumption in the last month by 5% (column Individual characteristics, specifically age and sex, were relevant to the preference for bushmeat and acceptability but not to consumption. Each additional year increased the odds of preferring bushmeat over other animal proteins and the range of wild species accepted but did not affect the rate of bushmeat consumption. Men were more likely to prefer bushmeat and to accept the consumption of a greater number of bushmeat species than women, but they consumed bushmeat at an equivalent rate. Controlling for other factors, living in less urbanized and periurban locations was the second most important driver of the rate of bushmeat consumption and the odds of preferring bushmeat over other animal proteins and the third most important correlate with the acceptability of wild species (columns [2, 4, 6] , line [k]).
DISCUSSION
As previously noted by Nardoto and colleagues (2011) in a study of Amazonian towns, our results indicated that bushmeat was not the preferred source of animal protein. Nevertheless, bushmeat was routinely consumed in the towns that were studied; more than one third of the interviewees reported eating bushmeat at least once during the previous month, and 97% had consumed it in their lifetimes. These findings suggest that consuming bushmeat can be considered a local custom, although it was not an everyday food for most of the interviewees. The relative prevalence of urban bushmeat consumption in South America is in partial contrast to prior claims of its irrelevance because of the regional importance of livestock production (Rushton et al. 2005) . This finding also confirms that, although bushmeat may not be the main source of animal protein in the region, its consumption is common in Amazonian towns in Brazil (Baía-Júnior et al. 2010 , Parry et al. 2014 and Peru (Bodmer and Lozano 2001) . For instance, in a study of a random sample of households in two other Brazilian prefrontier towns, Parry et al. (2014) found that 44% of the households had consumed bushmeat at least once during the previous month, a rate that is approximately 10% higher than our estimate. Thus, the ongoing demand for bushmeat in urban areas, even if it is sporadic, may affect wildlife populations and the rural populations in nearby territories that most depend on these resources.
There are, however, two potential sources of bias in these results. First, our study and previous research in the Amazon (e.g., Parry et al. 2014 ) investigated small to medium-sized towns, i.e., up to approximately 100,000 people, immersed in forested landscapes. These two characteristics may increase access to bushmeat, which could explain why urban people consume more of it. These conditions are representative of a large portion of Amazonia, although the context differs from many parts of Africa where most of the evidence comes from. In Brazil, for instance, the Amazonian municipalities are generally small with 91.0% having up to 50,000 inhabitants (IBGE 2010) , and the majority (~58%) existing in landscapes with at least 70% of the forest cover conserved (Parry et al. 2014) . A second possible source of bias arises from our focus on towns only connected to the major urban centers through river networks, a condition that is common in western Amazonia but not in the eastern region (Schor et al. 2014) . Locations connected by road networks supposedly have greater access to protein alternatives and thus lower rates of bushmeat consumption, but the evidence for this is scant. Parry et al. (2014) contradicts this hypothesis because they found higher rates of bushmeat consumption than in our survey in a town accessible through the road network. Thus, there is no empirical evidence suggesting that our results are specific to towns that can only be accessed by river, but these results must be compared across locations throughout the Amazon to provide further verification.
A second remarkable facet of the consumption patterns is that harvest and not purchase was the primary source of bushmeat in this study, contributing 42% of the monthly consumption. At first glance, the predominance of harvesting appears to contradict prior evidence from the same and other Amazonian towns that have reported lower rates of hunting in urban households (Parry et al. 2014) . Additionally, the findings contrast with evidence from Africa indicating a reliance on trade to source bushmeat for urban areas (e.g., Cowlishaw et al. 2005 , Brashares et al. 2011 , Lindsey et al. 2013 ). However, we explain why these findings are not necessarily contradictory.
Although harvesting was the main source of bushmeat in our study, this finding does not necessarily contradict prior evidence that trade is locally important . Although harvesting predominated, it represented the source of less than half of the consumption events while other categories could be directly (trade) or indirectly (gifts, others) sourced from the bushmeat trade. Additionally, tourists might consume bushmeat in local restaurants ), but we did not survey any tourists or restaurants in our study. Nevertheless, we caution that our rate of bushmeat consumption could also be an underestimate because we failed to reach some of the more wealthy households because we were unable to obtain access to a local private school. The reluctance of this segment of the population to engage in interviews leads to an underrepresentation of the wealthiest and is a well-known source of bias in household surveys (Stoop 2004) . However, our conclusions still hold because even if all of the unsampled wealthy households purchased bushmeat, harvesting would still be the predominant source for local household consumption in the sample.
We are unaware of any studies that have investigated the relative contributions of hunting, purchases, and gifts to consumption events in Amazonian urban households, so making comparisons is problematic. The closest reference is the study by Parry et al. (2014) , in which only 12% of the households reported hunting, whereas we found that 42% of the consumption events reportedly originated from a household's own harvest. Although we can only speculate about the reasons for this divergence, at least two possibilities exist. First, our harvest estimate was directly linked to bushmeat-consumption events, whereas those authors asked about hunting behavior in general without linking it to specific events to supposedly avoid underreporting. Additionally, we http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol20/iss4/art21/ approached interviewees through their children's schools to boost their confidence and decrease underreporting, so our strategy may have produced the desired result. Alternatively, investigating the origin of consumption events, as we did, might be less problematic than inquiring about hunting in general because that practice is illegal for urban residents. Furthermore, there are potential contextual differences between the locations studied here and those studied by Parry et al. (2014) . Both studies investigated locations in forested landscapes and nearby protected areas, but the percentage of indigenous people in the Brazilian towns studied by Parry (~35%) was smaller than that of at least one of the Brazilian localities investigated by us (Tabatinga = 50%) but equivalent to another (Atalaia do Norte = 35%; see IBGE 2010). Although this might explain the observed differences, our results showed that people of indigenous origin were not more likely to harvest bushmeat than people of nonindigenous origin (χ² = 0.078, p = 0.779), although those born in forested environments were more likely to harvest bushmeat (χ² = 2.734, p = 0.098).
Thus, the question remains as to why harvesting is locally common, and at least two points may provide an explanation. Presumably, a larger percentage of households harvest bushmeat instead of purchasing it because hunting is not only important for consumption but is also locally popular as a leisure activity (personal observation). Hunting may be combined with legal or illegal logging, an activity that is not common locally compared with other regions of the Amazon, but it provides additional income and is a source of firewood (Jaramillo and Rodríguez 2004) . This overlap between subsistence, income generation, and recreation has been reported elsewhere, such as among Alaskan natives facing urbanization, in which the social, cultural, and psychological benefits of natural resource exploitation are prized along with the material contributions (Emery and Pierce 2005) . Second and most importantly, those with less income in this study tended to harvest bushmeat more frequently than those with more income. Similarly, Parry et al. (2014) found that poorer households hunted more (23%) than wealthier households (3%), which tended to purchase bushmeat. Although we lack the data to estimate hunting costs, harvesting bushmeat might be cheaper than purchasing it or its alternatives, especially if hunting is done opportunistically in the pursuit of other activities such as fishing, recreation, and logging.
We are therefore left with the question of why the people in these towns consume bushmeat. The results indicate that both cultural and economic factors are important drivers of bushmeat consumption and preference as well as the range of accepted species, but one cultural aspect, Social relations, was consistently the strongest predictor.
Cultural correlates
Five proxies of culture were evaluated, including an objective indicator of people's origins as has been considered in several previous studies, as well as beliefs, attitudes, and social norms. Controlling for economic and other cultural correlates, the most important finding was that a person's origin, specifically selfdeclaring as indigenous, did not explain bushmeat consumption and preference, which contradicts other evidence. For instance, Fa et al. (2002b) observed disparities in bushmeat consumption between the Fang and Bubi ethnicities in Africa, and East et al. (2005) found that the Fang purchased more bushmeat than the other tribes, which primarily relied on fish and domestic meat. Other studies have classified origin more broadly. For example, Poulsen et al. (2009) evaluated whether being an immigrant, an indigene, or a foreigner influenced consumption. They found that autochthonous people consume 20% more bushmeat than migrant or foreign households as did Mgawe et al. (2012) , who also observed that indigenes consume more bushmeat.
Three factors could explain why origin was unimportant to bushmeat consumption and preference in our sample. First, other studies have only investigated origin as a proxy of culture and this variable perhaps captured the effects of the other cultural aspects that we evaluated in more detail. Furthermore, in the towns we studied, there were ten different ethnicities whose diets presumably vary (Dufour 1991) . Hence, a more detailed proxy of ethnicity could result in different outcomes, but it was impossible to evaluate specific ethnicities with our sample in contrast to other contexts where there are fewer ethnicities in one place (e.g., Fa et al. 2002b , East et al. 2005 . Third, a factor that we did not consider, the variation in the length of time since migration into a town, could be more important than origin. Therefore, to test the robustness of our findings, we included residence time in some additional regressions (see Appendix I), but this variable did not predict consumption or preference.
In contrast to origin, other cultural factors were important predictors of consumption and preference for bushmeat. Above all, social relations were important for both; those who believed that bushmeat consumption is an important part of their cultural identity and that sharing bushmeat strengthens the links with kin and their territories of origin were more likely to consume bushmeat, to prefer it to other animal proteins, and to eat a broader range of wild species. Furthermore, controlling for confounding variables, Social relations was the strongest predictor among all of the other cultural and economic correlates.
The Social relations correlate is presumably a good predictor because of the general significance of food transference, and that of hunted meat in particular, in strengthening social bonds, gaining access to resources, and fostering political alliances. Food transferences in rural settings are well known, and although the evidence supporting the importance of rural-urban circuits to the maintenance of social networks and cultural identity is scant, it points in the same direction (Argounova-Low 2007). For instance, in Australia, rural-urban food sharing is essential to the preservation of indigenous identities and traditional rituals in urban areas (Foley 2005) . Similarly, among urban dwellers in Greenland, seals are given as gifts to express the relationships people share with each other and to cement social bonds, even among westernized people (Nuttall 1991) . In our sample, gifts were the second most important source of bushmeat, and informal interviews suggest that sharing wild meat is vital for strengthening social networks with family members and friends, some of whom live in rural or forested settings.
A previously established reason for food sharing among both rural and urban people is access to resources. For instance, in modern food sharing among the Inuit, resources are transferred during visits to pay for hospitality in town (Collings et al. 1998) . Again, our informal interviews also suggest that gifts of bushmeat are a local form of repaying favors, particularly among indigene http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol20/iss4/art21/ families who often reciprocate by assisting in the preparation of agricultural plots (personal observation). Additionally, as has been noted elsewhere (Wiessner 2002) , sharing networks can also represent political strategies among those of indigenous origin, which enable the maintenance of political alliances by preserving group membership during residency in town or allowing rural inhabitants to gain prestige. Although our data do not support evaluations into whether rural-urban food sharing is more important for maintaining identity and social networks, paying for hospitality, accessing resources, or establishing political alliances, each of these factors probably plays a role, which makes them highly significant predictors of bushmeat consumption and preference.
The importance attributed to taboos, or informal social norms, also predicted the number of species a person would accept for consumption but not bushmeat consumption or preference. Moreover, taboos were better predictors of behavior and preference than attitudes toward the illegality of bushmeat consumption, which is an indicator of formal norms. Apparently, the weak enforcement of laws against bushmeat consumption and trade in the region is considered to be less relevant to the locals than cultural taboos. Accordingly, other authors have argued that where the capacity to enforce conservation regulations is limited, informal institutions may help (Tengö et al. 2007 , Jones et al. 2008 , for instance, by institutionalizing traditional practices such as taboos (Lingard et al. 2003) . However, evaluations of cultural taboos are limited to the study of traditional populations in rural environments (Colding and Folke 2001) because informal institutions are more common where there is relatively constant group membership, long-term residency, and heavy reliance on natural resources (Jones et al. 2008) . Thus, the exposure to modern living in urban areas is expected to erode bushmeat-related taboos (Anoliefo et al. 2003) . However, our results partially challenge this view by demonstrating that taboos are important in urban settings, which suggests that cultural transmission does not necessarily end with modernization as has previously been claimed (Luzar et al. 2012) . Furthermore, although taboos may not reduce bushmeat consumption in general, they might be partially applied as segment taboos, e.g., a ban on one or more species at a specific time depending on sex, age, social status, or reproductive condition (Colding and Folke 2001, Tengö et al. 2007) . Indeed, in the Amazon, taboos are often associated with illnesses and conditions unique to women, particularly maternity and menstrual periods (Begossi et al. 2004) , and our findings indicate that, on average, women considered taboos to be more important than the men did. While these differences were not significant, women consistently reported a lower level of species acceptability than men as would be expected under local taboos. However, taboos only impact behavior if they are adhered to (Colding and Folke 2001) , and we failed to find a strong relationship between taboos and bushmeat consumption in the previous month. However, because taboos in the Amazon are often associated with temporal prescriptions related to personal conditions (Begossi et al. 2004) , our one-shot sample was not sufficient for making robust inferences about fluctuations in consumption.
The last psychosocial indicator that we evaluated was the belief that bushmeat is becoming scarcer, which was associated with a lower probability of consuming bushmeat but not with the preference for bushmeat or the number of species accepted. This result is important because there is a growing recognition that, above all, the conservation of natural systems depends on understanding behavior so that policy makers can devise strategies to promote behavioral change (St. John et al. 2014) . Insofar as people respond to the perception that bushmeat is unsustainable with decreased consumption, outreach campaigns aimed at raising the awareness of local people may positively impact species conservation. However, it could be argued that the perception of bushmeat scarcity might be capturing a price effect because prices tend to increase in locations where bushmeat is scarcer thus decreasing the likelihood of bushmeat consumption. All of our interviewees, however, lived in the same region and in similar locations, so they would have been encountering equivalent bushmeat prices and scarcity. Even so, we found individual variation in beliefs about scarcity, giving credence to our interpretation.
Economic correlates
Three economic indicators were assessed: two objective aspects (cash income and wealth) and one attitudinal indicator (price perception). All were correlated with proxies of bushmeat alternatives, although their effects were always smaller than Social relations.
Higher income was associated with a lower probability that a person would consume bushmeat, but it did not significantly predict the preference for bushmeat or the number of species that was likely to be eaten. Similarly, some studies conducted in African towns have also observed that higher income levels are associated with less bushmeat consumption (Albrechtsen et al. 2005) . Others, however, have indicated that people with higher incomes consume more bushmeat in African towns (East et al. 2005) and that traded bushmeat is a luxury good among Africans living in Europe (Chaber et al. 2010 ). These contrasting results, which have also been observed in rural locations (Coad et al. 2010 , Godoy et al. 2010 , Kümpel et al. 2010 , Rentsch and Damon 2013 , could be explained by the variety of conditions found across study locations, such as bushmeat availability, prices, and people's preferences. There are four plausible explanations for why those with lower incomes are more likely to eat bushmeat in this study.
First, in contrast to the evidence from Africa, the bushmeat in our sample was mostly supplied by family members who had hunted or received the meat as a gift rather than purchased it. Brashares and colleagues (2011:13934) argued that "in urban areas, the dynamics of wildlife consumption would be dominated by consumer income effects because the shortage of local wildlife made hunting an unrealistic option." However, in this study, urban residents were able to harvest bushmeat from the surrounding forests or to receive it as a gift through their social networks. Thus, bushmeat could provide an accessible and perhaps cheaper source of animal protein. Although we lack the data necessary to rigorously assess the costs and benefits of harvesting bushmeat, S. Hernandez (unpublished data) found the cost of hunting in the region, including only the necessary supplies, e.g., ammunition, petrol for transport, and ice for preservation, to be about US$0.17 per kilogram, which is much lower than the cost of locally purchased domestic meat, such as chicken (Avg. = US$1.24) or cattle (Avg. = US$6.20), according to recently published prices . However, we http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol20/iss4/art21/ caution that this unpublished estimate of hunting costs neglects the cost of labor and the probability of a successful hunt, factors that would likely increase the cost.
Prices could be a second explanatory factor, because similar outcomes, i.e., poorer individuals consume bushmeat more frequently than wealthier individuals, have been observed where bushmeat is cheaper than other animal proteins (Albrechtsen et al. 2005) . In contrast, in African locations where bushmeat is more expensive than frozen chicken, poorer people consume less bushmeat (Wilkie et al. 2005 , Coad et al. 2010 . Therefore, our results appear to contradict previous evidence because the smoked bushmeat (the cheapest form) sold in the towns is, on average, at least three times more expensive than frozen chicken . This apparent contradiction could be explained by the fact that bushmeat mostly comes from harvesting and gifts, which are presumably less expensive alternatives than purchasing.
Third, in this region, the bushmeat trade is sourced by both specialized hunters, who sell approximately 95% of their harvest for cash income, and by non-specialized hunters who sell approximately 25% of their harvest for trade and consume the rest . Thus, although we did not ask whether people traded bushmeat because of the sensitivity of this question, bushmeat appears to not only provide a source of food but occasional cash income, a factor that may help explain why poorer individuals consume bushmeat more frequently in our sample.
Fourth, the finding could have arisen because most people prefer other animal proteins to bushmeat, which would explain why the worst off were more likely to consume bushmeat. Other authors (Godoy 2001 , Demmer et al. 2002 have argued that higher income should be associated with lower consumption when bushmeat is not the preferred animal protein, as we found. In contrast, East et al. (2005) observed that bushmeat consumption increased with income in West African towns, even though fresh fish was the preferred animal protein. However, fresh bushmeat in West Africa is more preferred by people than in this study, and preference and consumption were highly positively related in contrast to our observation that consumption and preference were not highly correlated. Other comparisons with prior evidence are hindered because studies of preference often aggregate it with consumption even though the indicators may overlap or contrast (Fa et al. 2002b) as suggested by our evidence.
Unlike income, wealth, as estimated through asset holdings, was not associated with bushmeat consumption, but greater wealth was significantly correlated with a lower likelihood of preferring bushmeat over other animal proteins. The first finding might either support or contradict previous evidence because, as with income, the association between wealth and bushmeat consumption is highly variable across locations. In urban contexts, previous studies have reported that richer individuals consume either more (Fa et al. 2009 , Brashares et al. 2011 ) or less (van Vliet et al. 2015b bushmeat, variability that has also been observed in rural contexts (de Merode et al. 2004 , Fa et al. 2009 , Godoy et al. 2010 , Brashares et al. 2011 , Jenkins et al. 2011 . In studies based in urban areas in which greater wealth has been associated with increased consumption, bushmeat is expensive, whereas the opposite has occurred when a negative correlation has been observed. In our study, however, wealth did not predict consumption during the previous month, perhaps because, controlling for other factors, accumulated wealth is a poor indicator of consumption over the short term; income may be more appropriate in this regard.
The second finding that poorer individuals are more likely to prefer bushmeat than richer individuals, is similar to the pattern that has already been discussed for income. In this case, however, accumulated wealth and preference for bushmeat are both longer term indicators, so they are more likely to be associated. This evidence suggests that bushmeat was probably an inferior good in the Amazonian towns we studied, where it is consumed by people with fewer alternatives in contrast to certain African towns in which it is a luxury good (Cowlishaw et al. 2005) . However, this case is similar to Madagascar, where fish and domestic proteins were preferred and bushmeat consumption peaked among the poorest households (Jenkins et al. 2011) . Alternatively, the role of bushmeat might differ between poor and wealthy households, but we cannot test this claim given our small sample size. For instance, harvested bushmeat may be a necessity to the poor, whereas purchased bushmeat represents a luxury that adds to the variety of the diets of the richer households or is consumed on special occasions, such as feasts.
Regarding the last economic indicator, i.e., Price perception, our findings show that those for whom food prices play an important role in food choice are less selective. They may thus accept any bushmeat species for consumption, as indicated by Price perception, which was significantly associated with species acceptability.
CONCLUSIONS
We began this article by proposing that cultural aspects should be more important than economic correlates in explaining bushmeat consumption and preference in Amazonian towns. By showing that certain cultural factors are indeed the stronger predictors and, above all, by demonstrating the importance of social relations, we supported our hypothesis. However, our results also showed that economic attributes and other cultural indicators were important, depending on the bushmeat proxy evaluated, while people's origin was unimportant.
The findings of this study advance the current literature on urban bushmeat consumption, which has predominantly focused on economic drivers and objective indicators of origin but has seldom modeled the effects of other cultural attributes, such as beliefs, attitudes, and social norms. The importance of the attitudes and social norms investigated in this study suggests that some contradictory findings in the current literature perhaps arose from a failure to incorporate factors that are stronger predictors of bushmeat consumption and preferences, even in urban settings. More importantly, such a failure may hinder the design of effective conservation strategies and management practices. For instance, because bushmeat consumption in the Amazonian towns that we studied appears to be primarily driven by social factors, strategies to provide economic incentives to encourage the availability of less expensive animal proteins (Fa et al. 2009 ) will likely have limited impact. However, because an awareness of bushmeat scarcity tends to be associated with a decrease in bushmeat consumption, combining economic incentives with public-awareness campaigns, as suggested by http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol20/iss4/art21/ Milner-Gulland and Bennett (2003) , represents a good strategy, especially because these campaigns have already been shown to work (Steinmetz et al. 2014) . Additionally, strategies that rely on informal institutions, such as taboos, or are framed with local taboos in mind may receive greater acceptance than governmental laws, as has been previously argued (Lingard et al. 2003) .
In summary, our most important conclusion is that more detailed evaluations of subjective cultural aspects, such as people's beliefs, attitudes, and social norms, will improve our understanding of the drivers of bushmeat consumption and preference and, consequently, enable us to design more effective and legitimate conservation and management strategies for wild species. Because the implications of urban consumption, even when only occasional, to the sustainability of wild game are significant, knowledge of the factors that drive human behavior is vital.
Responses to this article can be read online at: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses. php/7771 variable residence length included (n = 227). 
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